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How did you land a S&T internship after your 2nd year?
My most commonly-asked question

• Networking

• 1st year:  Applied to 200+ internships, received 1 interview and 1 offer 

• 2nd year:  Applied to 3 internships, received 3 interviews and 1 offer 

• 3rd Year:  Applied to 5 internships, received 5 interviews and 3 offers
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What is Networking?
The dictionary definition

• “The action or process of interacting with others to exchange information and 
develop professional or social contacts.”
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What is Networking?
My definition

• Making acquaintances and friends for the purpose of either learning about one’s job 
or trying to get a job
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Two Types of Networking

LEARNING

GETTING A JOB

• During 1st year Summer, I knew I wanted my 2nd year Summer internship to be in S&T

• Had 10+ coffee chats with McMaster alumni who worked in S&T

• Pros:  Learn in-depth what the role is like and if it suits you

• Cons:  Very rarely leads to a referral and interview 

• During the start of 2nd year, I applied for a S&T Summer internship at Scotiabank

• Had a coffee chat with a Scotiabank campus recruiter a week before the application deadline

• Pros:  If you impress the recruiter, you may land a spot on the interview shortlist

• Cons:  Relationship is often transactional – you are selling yourself
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Which Approach is Better?
Learning vs. Getting a Job

• Both are essential 

• You need to know about the job before you apply for the job 

• Competition is fierce - students at other schools will know the job inside and out 

• Must know the role decently 

• At the same time, if your resume lacks finance experience, you need to have coffee 
chats with campus recruiters to land a first-round interview
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Do you want a Summer 2022 internship at a Big 6 bank?

• Follow my 12-step formula

• These are the exact steps I took to land my 2nd and 3rd year summer internships in 
S&T

• These are the steps I have shared with 20+ students over virtual coffee chats

• Two of which who have recently landed S&T internships at Scotiabank and RBC 
Capital Markets
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Step 1:  Figure out what Summer 2022 internship you want

TYPES OF ROLES AVAILABLE

HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT THIS?

• Capital markets recruiting (IB, S&T, and ER) are finished 

• Interviews started in June and finished in September

• Enterprise roles will drop in November 

• Ex:  Financial Analyst, Wealth Management, Treasury, Risk and Reporting, etc. 

• These middle to back-office roles are the gateway to front-office roles

• Talk to current and former interns and analysts who work in a role you are curious about
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Step 2:  Connect on LinkedIn via a Personal Invite

HOW?

TEMPLATE

Hi Jacob,

It is great to meet you! My name is Wynette and I’m a third-year commerce student at McMaster 
University. I saw that you also attended Mac and now work at Scotiabank. It would be great to 
connect with a fellow alumni!

Thank you,
Wynette
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Step 3:  Once Connected, Ask for a Coffee Chat

SEND THE FOLLOWING MESSGAE:

TEMPLATE

Hi Jacob, 

I'm a third-year honours commerce student at McMaster University. I really admire your career 
in wealth management – it’s something I’ve been curious about since starting university. I’d love 
to connect to learn more about your education, career, tips, and advice for landing and 
succeeding in a wealth management role. Would you be available for a quick 20-minute coffee 
chat? 

Looking forward to hearing from you!
Wynette
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Step 4:  Once They Agree, Set-Up a Time

SEND THE FOLLOWING MESSGAE:

TEMPLATE

Hi Jacob, 

Thank you so much!  I am so excited!   How does October 27th at 2:00 pm ET work for a 20-minute 
chat?   If that time works, I will send a calendar invite with an MS Teams link.  What email would 
be best? 

Cheers,
Wynette
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Step 5:  Send a PROPER Calendar Invite

HOW?  Follow these two videos carefully:
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Step 6:  Coffee Chat Time - Come Prepared with Questions

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

GENERAL TIPS

• Business Casual 

• Ex:  Polo Shirt, Blouse, Knit Sweater, etc. 

• Smile and nod – show you are engaged

• Spark a small conversation after your question is answered – avoid an interrogation 

• Use common sense – this is a person!

1. Could you tell me a bit about your education and the past co-ops you had. 

2. What does your day to day look like as a Wealth Management intern? 

3. Who do you interact with daily?  The MD? 

4. What do you like most about the work?  A challenge? 

5. What are your future career plans? 

6. What is the culture like?  Amongst students? 

7. How can you go above and beyond? 

8. How do you combat imposter syndrome? 
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Step 7:  Apply for Summer 2022 Internships

HOW?

EXAMPLE COVER LETTER AND RESUME

• Attached is the cover letter and resume that got me my interview and offer from RBCCM’s 

Global Markets division:  

• Ideally, you have done your “Coffee Chat Learning” before application season

• Once you have found an ideal internship opening, apply using a story-telling cover letter and 

clean one-page finance resume

• Always get your Portfolio Manager or Vice President to review your cover letter and resume 

before submitting 
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Step 8:  Use LinkedIn to Find Names of RELEVANT Campus Recruiters

HOW?

SHOULD YOU REACH OUT TO ALL CAMPUS RECRUITERS AT A BANK?

• NO

• A technology campus recruiter can do nothing for you if you applied to a wealth management 

internship

• Like a business, qualify your leads and reach out to your “target market”
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Step 9:  Use hunter.io to Find Their Emails

HOW?

WHY EMAIL?

• Campus Recruiters receive anywhere from 50-200 messages a day 

• I always have a higher success rate with email 

• When it comes to Campus Recruiters, always email first and LinkedIn message second
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Step 10:  Send Each Campus Recruiter a Pitch Email with your Cover Letter and Resume Attached (PDF)

HOW?  FOLLOW THIS TEMPLATE:

EXAMPLE:

Hi Susanne,

It's nice to formally "e-meet" you! I recently applied to the Summer 2021 Sales and Trading Internship (#88568) at Scotiabank in Toronto, ON.

I would make a great fit because I'm constantly checking the latest business news headlines to strengthen my own investment portfolio. I also have previous 
sales experience from my internship at an ed-tech scale-up called Riipen. I authored and executed 6 + email marketing campaigns which secured new major 
partners like Intel, Oracle, and Telus. Lastly, I was awarded the $7500 Hawkrigg Family Scholarship in Business due to my outstanding academic achievement 
and community involvement (I run a student-focused YouTube channel with over 1500 subscribers).

Would you have 20 minutes to chat regarding this opportunity? I greatly appreciate your time in advance.

Thank you!
Wynette

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%2388568
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Step 11:  LinkedIn Message Each Recruiter the Same Message for Further Reach

HOW?
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Step 12:  Coffee Chat Time - Come Prepared with More Personal and Recruitment-Specific Questions

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Congratulations on your CPA!  I read your post about a guidance counselor doubting you but still 

pulling through.  Do you plan to go into accounting in the future? 

2. I noticed you were a self-employed swimming instructor.  I always wanted to hold private lessons 

and $70/hour is impressive.  Do you still swim or teach swimming to this day pre covid?

3. I have a YouTube channel with over 1500 subscribers.  I recently interviewed a Tesla campus 

recruiter to help debunk some recruiting misconceptions for my viewers.  I’m curious as to 

what’s a recruiting misconception you always hear?  

4. I recently applied for the Sales and Trading summer internship.  And I’m super curious about the 

plum profile replacing the resume. I’d love your take on why they were used this year for 

recruitment.  

5. How long is the recruiting cycle for the Sales and Trading summer internships?

6. Are there any additional resources I should look into that will help me succeed in the recruitment 

and interview process?

GENERAL TIPS

• Campus Recruiters are people too – make them feel special!

• Read their LinkedIn summary, profile, and posts in-depth and ask at least three questions about 

their education, work, or listed hobbies 

• Finish the chat with at least three internship and recruitment-specific questions 

• Asking about the recruitment cycle is key as the dates of interviews and offers may be 

communicated to you
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Congrats!  You’ve Completed the 12-Step Formula!  Now what?

WAIT …
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